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;~(J)~)(:b\)(:j!~b\?jj~a~.HL~W1j:)(:~ C 1j: ~ ~ ? 'L, ~PJT (a'" I) 'LAn~(J) 

~fi~~W1j:~~~, ~n~n(a-I) (J)~m~(1"'4) ~S1?~~~, ~(J). 

~~~2A -tt ~o (36 #'0 

We all know that trees can live really long lives. It is no surprise that they 

typically live longer than humans and almost everything else on the planet. They 

can live to more than a few thousand years ( a ) the species. One species in 

particular outlives all the others. Great Basin bristlecone pines are recognized as the 

( b ) trees in existence. They can live up to about 5,000 years. Even their needles, 

the sharp slender leaves, live up to 30 years. The needles of other types of pine trees 

live only ( c ). 

Bristlecone pine trees survive for thousands of years in an environment with 

little rainfall, cold temperatures, and high elevations by shutting down all processes 

that are not essential. In this way, they can focus their energy ( d ) long-term 

survival rather than quick growth. They grow so slowly that they won't add a ring 

of growth for at least a year. Thanks to their ( e ), they have extremely dense, hard 

wood that is not harmed by insects, mold, rot, or erosion, any of which can ( f ) the 

lives of other trees. Though it takes time, bristlecone pines eventually grow to a 

( g ) of 45 meters and have a trunk diameter of about three meters. 

How do we know the age of these or any other trees? The age of a tree is 

determined through dendrochronology, which is the science of dating tree rings. 

This method has been used for about 500 years. The easiest way to do it is to cut the 

tree down near the base to count its rings. But, of course, ( h ) wants to cut down a 

living tree. ( i ), there is a way to ( j ) trees without cutting them down. A special 

tool can be drilled into the center of a tree and withdrawn ( k ) remove a long, thin 

piece of the wood. This piece of wood will show the tree's rings, which can then be 

used to determine the age of the tree. This is the best and most effective way of 

determining the age of a tree that does not need to be cut down. 

Bristlecone pines grow in the Rocky Mountains and other mountain ranges of 

the southwestern United States. If you want to see them for yourself, you can visit 

Ancient Bristlecone Pine Forest in the White Mountains of California. The location 

of the oldest tree is, however, ( 1 ). 

(s. Price, "The Oldest Tree in the World" -W&f£) 

(a) 1 unless they belong to 2 if they belong to 

3 deciding on 4 depending on 

(b) youngest 2 oldest 

3 newest 4 biggest 
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(c) 1 two to four years 2 in the present 

3 once 4 two to four thousand years 

(d) 1 to 2 III 3 on 4 from 

(e) 1 quick grow 2 quick growth 3 slow grow 4 slow growth 

(f) 1 lower 2 shorten 3 double 4 extend 

(g) 1 high 2 height 3 long 4 length 

(h) 1 anybody 2 everybody 3 somebody 4 nobody 

(i) Hopelessly 2 Hopefully 3 Fortunately 4 Unfortunately 

(j) 1 date 2 week 3 month 4 year 

(k) 1 in order that 2 so much so that 

3 so as to 4 in order not to 

(1) 1 open to the public 2 kept in mind 

3 easy to find 4 kept secret 

II ~O)(:.~a.n:$Jl~1itfi Lt.:miPJT'i:J;J:, ~mb'~t}Jc'1J:l,''tO)ti\ 5 ?iI5~o ~tt~iKU, 
~tJ]1J:mff~'<:m! L 1J:i! l, '0 Nl~'<:iI5t.:? -n;J:, .~O)/J\i! l, 'JIIJH<:Nl~.O)lc'<:.~~, 

:ti'<:~t}J1J:mff~'<:m! Lt.: 1 m~~2i\:tt ~o (10 g) 

(1) Keeping spirit houses is an (2) interest custom in Thailand, Near many Thai 

buildings, whether houses, hotels, or office buildings, you often (3) ~ small houses 

that (4) look like tiny temples. They (5) sit on a pole about 120 to 150 (6) centimeters 

high. Thai people (7) believe that the spirits of the land on which the building was 

(8) build live in these houses. The spirits that live in the houses are thought 

to (9) keeping the buildings (10) safety. Some of the spirit houses are simple, and 

some are very beautiful and elaborately (11) decorate. Thais bring (12) offerings of 

(13) flowers or sweets to the spirit houses. 

III ;~o)B*)(: (a-f) c'a:'a:'Iiil~Ji~'<:1j:~~?'<:, { }pg0)9"'"'[O)miiJ~~tt~ 

tt 1 [§I'9?)l.Il,', i! 6 '<:;;;"lEO) 1 ~~~? "'[~)(:~~PXi!-tt ~o Nl~.'<:';J:;;;"lEo) 1 m 
~~2A -tt ~o (18,¢,O 

(a) :g~O)~:;';A~cOO'9Q~lE), Y3-tiflif{"\0)9Cliffil~Cv\t<:0 

Joe was ahead of his time { his taste / music / was / as / as / in } 

concerned. 
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(b) :/.I. - /'i)(~O)Ji~7,tiliS -:J L R. t v "fJ''I'J}.fi-:J LV \tc o 

Jane was { her brother / odds / the property / over / at } their father had 

left them. 

(c) :/-\'-7 1) A Hi, i&®TO)±~;/J:J&m'tff~'Cm'CJm t: LV\G£\~iJ\d!)Go 
Journalists { to / with / are / keep / required } the latest information on 

major political events. 

(d) LO)::sZ:iHc~2iG~nLV\GI*J~~Hi, T15;/J:<~]!!~nGL tiJ\d!)Go 

The information { this document / is / subject / without / in / change } 

notice. 

(e) fLti, .:cO)5'5'I~Hi~zti tJ.!b LV\tCiJ\, tcv\A,.A.,;/J:.tD~M'iSti t7tiJ\-:J tc o 

The man that { thought / to / I / poor / turned / be } to be very rich. 

(f) r?rt[PJt:<, A-{7:Jt*~l:"i;/J:v\o 

A watermelon { a tomato / a fruit / is / than / more } is. 

(36~J 

Food, education, and healthcare are (aJ taken for granted in many areas of the 

world, but they are in short supply for 1.5 billion people, or one fifth of the world's 

population. In certain regions, poverty is a problem not only in terms of space, or 

where it happens, but also in terms of time because poverty is often passed on from 

generation to generation. A poor child becomes a poor adult who has children who 

become poor adults. This poverty cycle may appear to be too complicated to deal 

with, but a closer analysis suggests a number of keys to how it can be broken. 

Organizing official programs that target the economic condition of poor 

households is the first key to breaking the poverty cycle. Improvements in a family's 

income mean more food and a better education. Micro-loans are one way to increase 

the income of poor families. Micro-loans are small loans made to individuals so 

that they can start businesses. For example, the Thai government arranges loans of 

$100-300 for farmers and street vendors to purchase seeds, equipment, and goods. 

The Mexican government has introduced a plan for poor parents throughout the 

entire country to be paid up to $5,000 a year. A number of countries, such as 

Vietnam and Malaysia, have brought poverty levels down by supporting the 

production of local goods. These countries are also (b) pushing to increase the export 

of local goods to wealthy countries. As a result, the local people can make money. 

These efforts have been effective in bringing income to poor families and lifting 

them out of the poverty that has been repeating over generations. 

Another key to ending the poverty cycle is to control the outbreak of infectious 

diseases which disproportionally affect poor people. One of the heaviest burdens 
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comes from diseases like AIDS, malaria, and tuberculosis. Pandemics, including 

the new type of corona virus, further increase the burden. Efforts are (c) underway to 

stamp out these diseases. Various organizations have been distributing nets to 

protect people from the mosquitoes that spread malaria. The United Nations, 

governments, and NGOs are providing vaccines, other types of medications, and 

emergency medical care. All this work is being done to prevent people from getting 

these diseases and to treat them quickly if they do. Infectious diseases must be dealt 

with so that they do not destroy the lives and productivity of the poor. 

The third key is making sure that schools can offer a good environment for 

children to learn. Knowledge and skills help families to earn more and children to 

be more successful than their parents. Most poor countries lack the resources to 

fund even basic education like literacy and calculation, which are essential for doing 

a job. Education is also related to the quality of the food children eat because 

children who do not have enough to eat may lack the vitamins and minerals that are 

necessary for the development of the brain. In other words, along with being well 

taught, children must also be well fed. Money from the World Bank is being 

(d) channeled into the education systems of these poorest of countries. For example, 

Mozambique and Bolivia receive money not only to train teachers, provide 

educational materials, and improve school facilities but also to make sure the 

children receive healthy lunches. 

The final key to putting a stop to the poverty cycle is to help poor people 

change the way they think about time and the future. According to Ruby Payne, an 

expert in this field, poor people have learned ways of thinking that keep them poor. 

For example, they tend to have a different idea about time from people who are 

better off. The poor do not generally plan ahead but simply live in the present 

moment. This way of thinking prevents them from saving money and making wise 

decisions for the future of their children. As Payne emphasizes, it is important to 

understand these differences in thinking and then help the people learn how to think 

in more effective ways. 

It is obvious that poor people face (e) complex, interrelated challenges. Harsh 

economic conditions, serious diseases, a lack of education, and the way poor people 

think about the future are the major factors. With governments, NGOs, and 

individuals working together, the world is capable of putting an end to the cycle of 

poverty. 



rll~A ..to))t~c.'b~~fJ:pg3~, "'Fo)iIUR~ (11 -22) O)tflb'54-:>~~c, "'FO) 
)to)~g~±!d.>, ~f-J~~PXi!-ttfJ:i!l, '0 ~~g,c::,;t.~0)c1J.~g2A -tt ~o 111ft~';trll~ 

bfJ:l, '0 

According to the text, the actions that help break the cycle of poverty are 

as follows: ( ), ( ), ( ), and ( ). 

11 recognizing that 1.5 billion people, one fifth of the world's population, are 

poor 

12 setting up official programs to improve the economic situation of poor 

families 

13 showing poor people how to organize their food and education 

14 helping farmers and street vendors to find a way to borrow more than 

$100-300 

15 ensuring that infectious diseases affect the rich and the poor in the same 

proportion 

16 preventing and treating spreadable diseases 

17 helping the poor to distribute more mosquito nets 

18 creating jobs that can be done by people who cannot read or calculate 

19 ensuring that poor children receive an education as well as the food they 

need for their physical development 

20 helping poor people learn to think ahead 

21 teaching specialists, like Ruby Payne, to think in the same way as poor 

people do 

22 helping the poor to learn how to live simply in the present moment 

~B *)to)pg3~~E~, "'F~$(a-e)0)~.·pg3~.'b~<~LZ~~'b0)~, 

~n~n"'FO)~m~ (1-4) ~51-:>~~~ ~o).~~~A-tt~o 

(a) taken for granted 

1 easy to get 

2 hard to obtain 

3 greatly appreciated 

4 given as a gift 

(b) pushing to increase 

1 fighting against 

2 holding back on 

3 controlling 

4 promoting 
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(c) underway to stamp out 

I being carried out to eliminate 

2 being undertaken to raise awareness of 

3 in progress to establish 

4 unable to cure 

(d) channeled into 

1 cut out of 

2 spent on 

3 broadcast to 

4 torn into 

(e) complex, interrelated challenges 

I multiple difficulties that don't have anything in common 

2 wide-ranging concerns that bring them closer together 

3 serious problems that cannot be easily separated 

4 heavy burdens that are the same everywhere 

~c *~~~g~~£~, ~~~ (a~c)~~~cL~~~~~~~~~, ~n~n 

"""F~iIURJ)i (1 ~4) b'i:3J 1 ?~A/c, ~~.~~g2A-tt~o 

(a) What is the cycle of poverty? 

I It is the condition of families remammg poor for more than one 

generation. 

2 It is the condition of not having enough money to buy food and 

necessities. 

3 It is the condition of adults working long hours to get enough income 

for their families. 

4 It is the condition of not being able to work because of illness and a lack 

of medical care. 

(b) What is the connection between education and food? 

1 Children learn not only how to read and calculate but also how to feed 

themselves. 

2 Children need high quality food in order for their brains to develop 

well. 

3 Teachers need to be good at cooking as well as at teaching. 

4 Teachers are rewarded with healthy food if they are successful. 
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(c) What can happen as a result of the way poor people think about time? 

1 They are able to save money for the future. 

2 They think too much about the future of their children. 

3 They don't have to worry about the future of their children. 
4 They don't have money for the future. 

-8-
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;~O)~)Zb\)Zj*~b'-:JJjpt~'Llmt}J1j:)Olc1j:~~? 'L, ~PJT (a'" I) 'L.i\tL~O) 

'L~'blmt}J1j:ga-n.J~, -t-tL~'tL (a'" I) o)iX~RIli (1 "'4) b'i51-:JiXA,"t', -t-O). 
~~~2.i\ it ~o (36 ti,) 

In 1880, Ferdinand de Lesseps wanted to construct a canal in Panama. This 

canal would ( a ) the Atlantic and Pacific oceans by cutting across the Isthmus of 

Panama, the shortest distance between the two oceans. Such a canal would 

dramatically shorten sea voyages. 

However, by 1888, de Lesseps faced so many problems that he was forced to 

abandon his dream of building the canal. One problem was that the amount of 

digging the canal required was ( b ) the capability of the era's technology. Another 

problem was that most of the materials to build the canal had to be imported, which 

was extremely ( c ) and time-consuming. The most serious problem was the 

tropical diseases of the area. ( d ), during the years that de Lesseps was in charge of 

the construction of the canal, as many as 20,000 workers died ( e ) tropical 

diseases, such as malaria and yellow fever. ( f ) all these problems led de Lesseps 

to abandon the project, his company kept the legal right to complete it. This meant 

that no other company could try to complete the canal unless de Lesseps' company 

( g ) this right. 

At the beginning of the 20th century, the United States began taking an interest 

in building a canal. The country ( h ) considering the idea of building one in 

Nicaragua, but experts convinced American officials that the Panama site was more 

suited for this type of project. At first, de Lesseps' company would only sell the 

building right for at least $100 million. However, the company finally agreed to sell 

it for $40 million out of fear that the Americans would decide ( i ) the Nicaraguan 

canal since it would be much ( j ). 

After buying the building right, America's next step was to control the tropical 

diseases. Colonel William Crawford Gorgas helped to rid the area ( k ) yellow fever 

and to limit the outbreaks of malaria. Though this was a praiseworthy 

accomplishment, the other obstacles that de Lesseps had faced still remained. After 

all these problems were solved, it took a decade and the labor of more than 70,000 

workers to finish the canal. The total cost was nearly half a million dollars ($8 
billion in today's values). The first ship passed through the canal on August 15, 

1914. Today an average of about 14,000 ships pass through each year, saving their 

crews the nearly 13,OOO-kilometer trip they would ( I ) have to take around South 

America's southern tip. 

(SHSAT, "Panama Canal" -(2)[~) 
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(a) 1 link 2 relay 3 separate 4 sail 

(b) 1 up 2 beyond 3 down 4 within 

(c) 1 rich 2 priceless 3 costly 4 cheap 

(d) Still 2 And yet 3 In fact 4 Comparatively 

(e) 1 of 2 III 3 on 4 to 

(f) 1 Because of 2 Even though 3 As if 4 Owing to 

(g) had 2 saw 3 insisted on 4 gave up 

(h) 1 had been 2 has been 3 IS 4 will be 

(i) 1 at 2 III 3 on 4 to 

(j) 1 shorter 2 cheaper 3 longer 4 more expensIve 

(k) 1 from 2 into 3 on 4 of 

(1) 1 ever 2 never 3 likewise 4 otherwise 

II ;~O»Oltj:lo)"""F.~1itfi LtdfiP1T~t:~et:, ~ff~b\lMt}]~1;j:l,''bO)b\ 5 ?df>~o ~n~~U, 

lMt}]td:~m~t:~ Ltd: i! l, '0 Wt~~t:df>t<::? -net:, .~O)/J\i!l, '1IIfHt:Wt~*O)lc~t:.~~, 

t:at:lMt}]1;j:~m~t:~Lt<:: 1 ~~~2A-ttJ:o CiO g) 

Singapore and Malaysia used to (1) being part of the same country. That country, 

(2) called Malaysia, was formed in 1963 from former British colonies which (3) has 

gained independence in 1957. Singapore (4) became (5) independent of Malaysia in 

1965. However, Singapore and Malaysia (6) ~ very different. Singapore is an island, 

while one part of Malaysia is on a peninsula and the other part is on an island. The 

ethnic (7) groups that make up the (8) populations of the two countries are also quite 

different. The majority of Singaporeans are (9) China, though there are small Indian 

and Malay (10) minority. In contrast, the majority of the (11) population in Malaysia is 

Malay. Singapore is (12) complete urban while Malaysia is 77% urban. 

III ~O) B *3Z (a""' f) c ,~,~'16J L::~II.~at: 1;j: ~ J: ? ~t:, { } ~O)"t ~ -r O)~iiJ~~n ~ 

n 1 @]9'?J'-!l,', i!S'<=:if'.fEo) 1 ~~~?-r~3Z~~pxi!1tJ:o m~*'<=';!:if'.fEo) 1 ~ 

~~2A1tJ:o Ci8 g) 

(a) fktct,~iliv)~C~T )<-}vC'JI~~I& fJ *7C~t 0 c t'h~C''! 00 

We { each other / keep / can / touch / with} bye-mail. 
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(b) #ijr=fO).m~'I1~L·:::n')L. v)« G5m~LLt L~~'QC. t~i~v)o 

We { the importance I of I emphasize I cannot I much} the oceans. 

(c) ;fbO)A1:~i. ~« O)TM{i-AQ#~!l!Xtii§ -5 *C't~ «. ~~PJ1i~'I1~L?'i1tlliStcto) 

tL~J tco 
My life suddenly became full of possibilities, { to I few I unexpected 

challenges I quite I mention I a }. 

(d) *OOtij]jffiiJ'B*0)~25fgdi)Qo 

The United States is { Japan I twenty-five I in I as I as I large I about} 

area. 

(e) ~.I ~/O)XiJ'~V)A~~'Y7J~C'~J L*QO)~J!L. dj.!v~ti.v)tco 

Everybody was { in I Jane's husband I see I astonished I arriving } a red 

sports car. 

(f) 43~:td~L ~ I) tc v) C. t iJ'db I) * Ltc G. ~JJ.1ltJ: « 439:0 G it « tc~ V)o 

Feel { any I us I you I if I contact I have I to } questions. 

(36£) 

We can hardly turn on the television, open a newspaper or magazine, or visit a 

website without hearing or seeing the word globalization . Although it has become a 

part of the world's vocabulary, there is no exact definition. Most experts agree that 

it refers to a process in which the economies of different countries become more 

connected through international trade and the flow of money across borders. It also 

refers to the movement of people, such as tourists and immigrants, as well as to the 

international flow of knowledge and information. Whatever the precise definition 

may be, there are arguments for and against globalization in the following respects. 

The first argument deals with the gap between the rich and the poor. Anti

globalizationists, or people who protest against globalization, point out that today 

there are more billionaires than ever before, and (al their fortunes have grown to 

record levels. Meanwhile, we have seen the poorest getting even poorer. This 

problem affects entire nations as well as individuals. 

On the other hand, globalizationists, or those in favor of globalization, argue 

that the gap between the rich and the poor has decreased in developing countries 

that have made some effort to globalize, such as China, India, and Vietnam. As a 

former president of Mexico has said, poor countries are only able to overcome their 

poverty by producing goods for export while also (b) welcoming foreign goods, 

investment, and technology. In other words, they become less poor by becoming 

more globalized. 
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The second argument concerns the rights of workers in developing countries. 

Anti-globalizationists argue that international companies take advantage of the 

(e) loose labor laws in developing countries. Since it is easy for them to ignore these 

laws, the rights of workers in developing countries are not fully protected. As a 

result, many of these companies pay low wages and force workers, including 

children, to work long hours in unsafe, miserable conditions. 

Globalizationists have a different view. They argue that many international 

companies belong to the Fair Labor Association, which monitors how well the 

companies uphold the laws. Therefore, local people who work for international 

companies are likely to enjoy better working conditions, including fair wages and a 

safe environment. 

Another argument centers around the environment. Anti-globalizationists say 

that environmental laws in developing countries are weaker than those in 

industrialized countries. International companies (d) take advantage of this situation 

and, as a result, cause more environmental damage. Anti-globalizationists also point 

out that international companies dispose of their poisonous waste in developing 

countries. 

Globalizationists, on the other hand, argue that international companies use the 

latest computer-regulated technologies in their factories, which means that they 

produce less pollution than locally-owned factories do. They also point out that the 

global media have helped the environment by increasing awareness of 

environmental issues around the world. As a result, many people are becoming less 

and less willing to tolerate environmental destruction for the sake of development. 

The final argument is over the influence that international companies have over 

local companies. Anti-globalizationists insist that large international companies 

have too much power. Many are more economically powerful than quite a few 

national governments. As a matter of fact, fifty-one of the top one hundred 

economies in the world are companies, and only forty-nine are nations. Because of 

their wealth, international companies can sell their products much more cheaply 

than local companies can, and they can afford expensive advertising. This puts local 

companies at a disadvantage, and many go bankrupt. Thus, standardized western 

products, from fast food to movies and computer-operating systems, (e) dominate 

world markets and world culture. Jose Bove, a French farmer, protested against this 

trend and became a hero to anti-globalizationists when he knocked down a 

construction site where a worldwide hamburger chain was building a new 
restaurant. 

In contrast, globalizationists believe that the economic power of international 

companies brings benefits. They argue that being forced to compete in the global 

marketplace motivates local companies to find ways of surviving by, for example, 

taking advantage of local knowledge to meet local customers' needs. Some do well 
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enough to expand their business into developing countries. In short, according to 

globalizationists, local companies are not only able to exist with international 

companies but also to become very successful. 

In conclusion, the two sides disagree about the advantages and disadvantages of 

globalization in these four areas. 

rp, A ;;;:'(J) 1 )(:,;t, .t(J))(:.~J!*99 9ml, \)(:.(J)&~l.HC::*9)(:Celi)~0 L: (J)J!*9~:Rl,r;X 

"9 9(J)'c::1f-3)(:c L "(&ibilt}JfJ:ib(J)~, ""F(J)iH~R~ (11 ....... 22) (J)'flb'S 4 ?iH~ 
C, -t-(J).~~~2A -tt J::o Jiljl~H;trp'~fJ:l, \0 ""F(J)iH~Rllt (11 ....... 22) (J)'fl,c::,;t, .t(J) 
)(:.(J)pg3'c::~~fJ:1, \ib(J)ibeli)fHcf', .t(J))(:.(J)pg3'c::~!!: L "(l, \"(lbJ!~ c ,;t~;t 
fJ: l, \ ib (J) lb eli) ~ 0 

The two groups, anti-globalizationists and globalizationists, disagree in four 

respects about the effects of globalization. 

11 One group defines globalization as a process of connecting countries, but 

the other defines it as the flow of knowledge and information. 

12 The two groups disagree about whether or not it is a good idea to create 

more billionaires. 

13 The two groups have different opinions on whether globalization makes the 

gap between the rich and the poor wider or not. 

14 One group thinks that China, India, and Vietnam have globalized, but the 

other group thinks that these countries need to make more effort. 

15 One group believes international companies have a negative effect on 

working conditions, while the other believes the effect is positive. 

16 One group supports the Fair Labor Association, while the other is against 

it. 

17 One group thinks international companies should monitor the labor laws, 

while the other thinks the developing countries should do it themselves. 

18 One group believes that globalization's impact on the environment has 

been negative, while the other believes it has been positive. 

19 The two groups have different opinions on whether it is acceptable for 

companies to put their poisonous waste in developing countries. 

20 The two groups disagree about whether the latest computer-regulated 

technologies help or harm the environment. 

21 One group argues that international companies use expensive advertising, 

while the other argues that local companies do. 

22 One group thinks that the economic power of international companies is 

harmful to local companies, while the other thinks it is beneficial. 
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(a) their fortunes have grown to record levels 

1 the good luck they enjoy constantly increases 

2 the chance of their companies getting even bigger is increasing 

3 the amount of money they have is larger than ever before 

4 the future of their companies is brighter than ever before 

(b) welcoming foreign goods 

1 accepting products that were produced abroad 

2 collecting products that were made for foreigners 

3 exporting products that were developed in another country 

4 displaying products that were created by foreigners 

(c) loose 

1 untied 

2 weak 

3 released 

4 wasteful 

(d) take advantage of this situation 

1 do more for the environment than what companies in developing 

countries ever have to do 

2 succeed in becoming stronger than all of the developing countries 

3 avoid responsibility for protecting the environment 

4 show the same weaknesses that they had when they were located in 

developed countries 

(e) dominate 

1 take over 

2 get out 

3 turn over 

4 bring out 



Me *~~~g~~£~, ~~M (a-c)~~~cL~.~~~~~~~, ~n~n 

l'~iXtR6i (1 -4) b'i5 1 ?iX~ C, ~~.~~~2A-ttJ::o 

(a) How often do we hear or see the wordglobalization? 

1 We occasionally encounter it in our daily lives. 

2 We rarely hear or see the word in our daily lives. 

3 Whenever we get information from the media. 

4 When we try hard to understand the media. 

(b) Why is the information about the top one hundred economies included in 

the text? 

Because it shows that nations need to become more globalized. 

2 Because it shows how much power large international companies have. 

3 Because it shows that companies are contributing more to the world 

than nations are. 
4 Because it shows that there are more companies than nations in the 

world. 

(c) Why did Jose Bove become a hero? 

I Because he was successful as a farmer in France. 

2 Because he acted against a powerful international company. 

3 Because he knocked down a construction company which had expanded 

worldwide. 

4 Because he established a local food company to compete against a 

worldwide hamburger chain. 
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The Rosetta Stone is one of the most famous objects in the British Museum. It 

was discovered in Egypt in July 1799 and shipped to England in February 1802. In 

July 1802, it was presented to the British Museum in whose collection it has 

remained ( a ). 

The stone has ( b ) but words carved into the front of it. These words 

communicate an official message, called a decree, about King Ptolemy. He was the 

king of Egypt from 204 to 181 B. c. The decree states that the priests of a very 

important temple supported the king. The plan was for the decree to be carved into 

many large pieces of stone so that ( c ) temples of Egypt would have a copy. 

However, it is not known how many ( d ) being made. 

The most important point about the Rosetta Stone is that the ( e ) message is 

written on the front of the stone from top to bottom in three different scripts, or 

types of writing. At the top of the stone, the message is written in hieroglyphs, the 

official script in Egypt for religious texts. ( f ), the message is written in Demotic, 

which was the native Egyptian script used for daily purposes. Demotic means 

"language of the people." At the bottom, the message is written in Ancient Greek, 

which was the language of administration. Soon after the end of the 4th century 

A. D., when hieroglyphs had gone out of ( g ), knowledge of how to read and write 

them disappeared. Because knowledge of Ancient Greek had ( h ) been lost, the 

scholars who studied the Rosetta Stone after its discovery in 1799 could use the 

Ancient Greek text on the stone as a key to unlocking the ( i ) of the hieroglyphs. 

Two scholars ( j ) with making key discoveries about the hieroglyphs. The first 

was Thomas Young, an Englishman. He showed that some of the hieroglyphs on the 

Rosetta Stone referred to a royal name, that of Ptolemy. He published this discovery 

in 1819. The second was Jean-Fran90is Champollion, a Frenchman. He ( k ) which 

hieroglyphs were used to write the names of non-Egyptian rulers. He announced 

this discovery at an academic conference in Paris in 1822. Two years later, he 

discovered that the hieroglyphs were used not only for foreign names but also for 
the Egyptian language. 

The discoveries of these two men enabled people who had knowledge of 
Ancient Greek to understand the hieroglyphs. Once the hieroglyphs on the Rosetta 

Stone were translated, the language of ancient Egypt was suddenly ( I ) to scholars 

as never before. 

(The British Museum, "The Rosetta Stone" -fm~~) 
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(a) 1 ever 2 ever SInce 3 following 4 to the end 

(b) 1 anything 2 something 3 everything 4 nothing 

(c) 1 all the 2 few 3 none of the 4 almost 

(d) looked down 2 turned over 3 ended up 4 counted on 

(e) 1 all 2 same 3 vanous 4 different 

(f) 1 In the middle 2 On both sides 3 On the back 4 Outside 

(g) 1 stock 2 order 3 time 4 use 

(h) 1 long 2 always 3 not 4 recently 

(i) 1 pnce 2 location 3 timing 4 meamng 

(j) 1 are thanked 2 are credited 3 have credited 4 have thanked 

(k) figured out 2 got out 3 took out 4 wiped out 

(1) 1 open 2 closed 3 lost 4 found 

II ;~(!))(:~tp(!)"""F*'l~1im L tcmPJT~i: ~ct:. ~ff~fJ'~i1.J"C1J: l, ''L(!)fJ' 5 ?a;) ~o i" tt~ii!V:, 

~i1.J1j:~m~i:~ L1j: i! l, '0 fW~~i:a;)tc? "ncJ;, fi~(!)/J\i! l, 'JIIJHi:M~.(!)~'i:fi~~, 

~~i:~i1.J1j:~!m~i:~ Ltc 1 ~~~2A it&:o (10 #.0 

Football is the most popular spectator (1) sport in the United States. Attending 

football games (2) ~ a popular autumn activity. Even though tickets are expensive, 

(3) importance games are often (4) sold out far in advance. Every Saturday during 

football season, (5) million of fans attend college games. Then on (6) Sundays, even 

greater numbers attend professional games. Watching football on television is also 

popular. National television (7) networks pay large (8) ~ of money for the rights to 

(9) broadcast football games. Every (10) years, the Super Bowl, the game that decides 

the (11) championship of professional football, is one of the most (12) watching 

programs on American television. 

III ;~(!)B*)(: (a"-f) c~;;~;f'I6Jl;~~~i:1J:~&:?~i:, { }pg(!)9~-r(!)~i5]~i"tt-T 

tt1~~?m~, i!S~~~(!)1~~~?-r~)(:~~.i!it&:oM~.~~~~(!)1~ 

~~2A it&:o (18 ,¢'o 

(a) ~1*~L~*iJ: C'J*~~:t5tJ)~t l, L $ LA:J~t® I) *i±fvo 

I'm { you all / for / very sorry / getting } so much trouble. 
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(b) JStl!~ c:*~tJ:til!Wtj:fJJ6bLti -::> t.:o C; -::> t1z: -::> LV '0 tat "ffti-ffti -::> t.:o 
That was the biggest earthquake I had ever experienced. All { my feet / I / 

on / stay / was / could }. 

(c) ct < :c IvtJ:D t'v' c t;Q) i--L:z 0 7J:o t L~;Q';Q):{3tL:C 1vtJ: c t ~ § -::> t.: G, c: 

1vtJ:5iJ..;Q)90 ? 

How could you say such a terrible thing? How { if / to / you / someone / 

that / said / feel} you? 

(d) r'fflv'~~$;Q)~8n~hatLJtJ:;Q)0 c t;Q\~v'o 
A high unemployment rate { to / in / often / rise / an increase } crime. 

(e) mi~tLtj:&:'\9"JIj~.~:tsj~t> < ti~v'o 
Be { you / your CV / bring / to / with / to } the interview. 

(f) 7 -( 1) ';J 7'U t ~ c:~, *.a~ L L.:t-'1' 1) 7~~6bt.: c t ~1~'IWL LV'0o 

Philip sometimes { got / his career / given / having / regrets / when / he } 

married. 

(36 J~.) 

Stoicism was a philosophy that was popular for about 400 years in ancient 

Greece and Rome. It had one very large and highly practical goal, which was to 

teach people how to be calm and brave (a) in the face of difficulties. Of all the 

philosophies available to us, Stoicism may be the most relevant and useful for our 

uncertain and stressful times. It gives us four important ways to develop an 

excellent mental state. 

First, Stoicism can help us overcome anxiety, which is a feeling of fear or worry 

over what is to come. Starting school, giving a speech, and meeting someone new 

cause most of us to feel anxious. The standard way for people to calm us down 

when we feel anxious is to tell us that everything will be fine. But the Stoics 

(b) opposed this type of strategy. Rather than allow ourselves to be (e) comforted by 

sunny tales, the Stoics believed that it was far better to come to terms with the worst 
possibilities and learn to feel comfortable with them. For example, if someone is 

afraid that he will lose his job and become poor, he should spend a week eating only 

bread and sleeping on the floor. By the end of the week, he is sure to realize that he 

can survive. Through this kind of practice, his anxiety over what he would do if he 

lost his job will decrease. By confronting our fears and imagining what life would 

be like if the terrible thing we imagine happening actually happened, we will 

realize that we can cope. 
Second, Stoicism can help us overcome feelings of anger. Stoics thought that 

anger was caused by expectations not being met. In other words, we do not get 
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angry every time something bad happens to us. We only get angry when what 

happened is unexpected or not what we had hoped for. Therefore, to avoid getting 

angry, we must learn to expect or hope for less. It is inevitable that sometimes our 

loved ones will disappoint us, our colleagues will fail us, or our friends will lie to 

us. If we do not expect or hope for too much, (d) none of this will come as a surprise. 

Avoiding anger is vital to achieving an excellent mental state. 

Stoicism can also help us overcome paranoia. Paranoia is the feeling that other 

people are laughing at us or criticizing us, even though there is no proof that this is 

the case. In the Stoics' view, paranoia comes from a feeling that we are not good 

enough. Because we feel inferior, we believe others also see us as inferior. The 

Stoics' advice for this problem is to train ourselves not to care too much about our 

successes or failures. To reach this state, we need to practice not being too proud 

when we succeed or becoming depressed when we fail. For example, if you win a 

prize, you should not get too excited and think that you are superior to others. On 

the other hand, if you lose, you should not think that you are inferior to others. If we 

learn to think in this way, we will (e) neither long for praise nor feel hurt by criticism, 

and this will help us resist paranoia. 

Finally, Stoicism can help us overcome the tendency to be overwhelmed by 

emotion when things do not go our way. According to the Stoics, the more important 

we think we are, the more upset we become when things do not go according to our 

plan. Therefore, what we need is a sense of perspective about our own importance. 

We can achieve this by letting go of the idea that it really matters what we do and 

who we are. To learn this skill, the Stoics recommended looking into the sky. On an 

evening walk, try looking up at the stars. They give a hint of the unimaginable 

expanse of space beyond the solar system. Against such a scene, we can easily 

realize that we are not that important. Having a sense of perspective means that we 

will be less likely to overreact, which also contributes to a calm mental state. 

Today we need the Stoics more than ever. Every day we are confronted by 

problems that the Stoics understood and knew how to solve. 

(A. de Botton, "The Stoics" -Jm~~) 

r~'A J:O)~."C&:lbD!~~pg~~. ""FO)iIUR~ (11 ,,-,22) 0)t:pb'S4?~"'"C. ""Fo) 

~o)~.~!m~. ~*9~~~<!-tt~<!1, '0 M~.'<::'cl:.~0)#~i2A -tt ~o lllft~'cl:r~' 

t>~l, '0 

To develop an excellent mental state, the Stoics advise people to do the 
following: ( ), ( ), ( ), and ( ). 

11 to achieve one very large and highly practical goal 
12 to be useful and relevant to people who are having a hard time 
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13 to eat only bread and sleep on the floor after becoming unemployed 

14 to be ready to accept the worst case that could happen 

15 to hope and expect to get angry 

16 to express their anger whenever something unexpected happens 

17 to lower their hopes and expectations 

18 to prove that others are being threatening and critical 

19 to avoid an overly emotional reaction to success or failure 

20 to believe that successes make them superior and failures make them 

inferior 

21 to do whatever they can to make sure things go according to plan 

22 to be objective in evaluating their own importance 

r~~ B *><:O)pgg~,~,*;t, l'~$ (a ..... e) O)JiPi· pgg~Ii:<tJ: < ~ L -rL'\~<to)~, 
~n:rnl'O)iII~R~ (1 ..... 4) b'S 1 ?iII~ C, ~0).~~g2A:ttJ:o 

(a) in the face of difficulties 

1 when their goals were too ambitious 

2 when they could solve their problems 

3 when dealing with hardships 

4 when feeling embarrassed 

(b) opposed this type of strategy 

1 agreed with the idea of making ourselves feel at ease 

2 were against the idea of telling people not to worry 

3 fought against the idea of telling people that something terrible might 

really happen 

4 protected people by giving them hope that nothing terrible would 

happen 

(c) comforted by sunny tales 

1 motivated by reading wild and exciting stories 

2 surrounded by the warm, bright rays of the sun 

3 strengthened by looking on the negative side of things 

4 encouraged by looking on the bright side of things 

(d) none of this will come as a surprise 

1 we will not be shocked when the people in our lives don't treat us well 

2 angry feelings will suddenly rise up without warning 

3 loved ones, colleagues, and friends will not be willing to do anything 

special for us 

4 we will be astonished that others have disappointed, failed, and lied to us 
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( e ) neither long for praise nor feel hurt by criticism 

1 stop desiring compliments and suffering from insults 

2 accept not only the compliments but also the insults 

3 not only quit complimenting others but also insulting them 

4 learn how to take compliments and insults seriously 

~c *~~~~~~*~. ~~~ (a-c) ~Z~tL~~~~~~~~~. ~~~~ 
""F~iltR~ (1 - 4) b'i3 1 -:Jiliv C. ~~fi%~~2A 1t J:o 

(a) Imagine that someone is going abroad for the first time and is very 

worried about having his possessions stolen. What would a Stoic say to 

this person? 

1 "You shouldn't ruin your trip by worrying so much about something 
that might not happen." 

2 "You should cancel your trip abroad and watch sad or scary movies 

about that country." 

3 "You should imagine every detail of such a disaster and decide how you 

would handle it." 

4 "You should cancel your trip abroad and spend time visiting places that 

are closer to home." 

(b) Based on the definition that is given in the text, which people are the most 

likely to be suffering from paranoia? 

I People who have nightmares about falling down on stage before making 

a speech. 

2 People who often feel that others are judging them negatively. 

3 People who panic whenever they look down from a high place. 

4 People who tend to feel anxious before taking an airplane. 

( c ) Why did the Stoics recommend looking up into the sky at night? 

1 Because it helps us understand that the world is full of hope. 

2 Because it is the best way to recognize how important we are. 

3 Because it is the best way to comprehend the beauty of the universe. 
4 Because it helps us realize that we are not at the center of the universe. 
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~~~~~~~~~?t~~~~~~~~t~~~5~. ~~(a-J) ~Aft~~ 

~B~~~~~~~. ~ft~ft(a-J)~~m~(1-4) ~61?~~~. ~~. 

~~~2A -tt ~o (36 t.() 

We get almost everything we need for life from the soil. Soil provides us ( a ) 

food, medicines, and materials for hundreds of articles that we use ( b ) day. 

Many natural forces ( c ) change rocks to soil. The breaking up of rock into 

pieces by natural action is called weathering. Weathering is caused by gravity, 

wind, running water, freezing water, glaciers, and changes in temperature. 

Working hand in hand with weathering are the agents of erosion. These agents 

break big rocks into smaller pieces and carry them away. Moving air (winds), 

moving water (waves, currents, rivers), and moving ice (glaciers) are the chief 

agents of erosion. All soil has been made from rock and carried to its present 

location ( d ) weathering and erosion over the past ages. The same forces are still 

( e ) making soil today. 

Because the soil comes from different rocks and is formed in different ways, 

there are ( f ) types. Sandy soil is made up of loosely packed, large, hard grains. 

Clay soil has closely packed, small particles of smooth rock. In desert regions the 

soil is mostly broken-up pieces of rock. In warm, moist climates the soil usually 

contains the decaying remains of plants and animals. This matter is called humus. 

Plants grow well in it, so it is ( g ) for farming. If sand, clay, and humus are found 

mixed together, the soil is called loam. 

Sand, clay, and loam are the three most common types of soil. Sandy soil does 

not hold water well because of its coarse texture. Because sand also contains ( h ) 

humus, it is not suitable for farming. The fine texture of clay makes it hold water 

well, but it hardens and cracks when dry. ( i ), it is also hard to grow things in. 

Clay is not very good for farming either. Loam soil is ( j ) for farming because it 

holds enough water and also contains plant and animal matter. 

The most important part of the soil is the top layer, which is called the topsoil. 

It is estimated that the average depth of the topsoil in the United States was 22 

centimeters four hundred years ago. Now it is estimated that the average depth is 

only 15 centimeters. ( k ) it takes centuries to make 2-3 centimeters of topsoil, it is 
important that steps ( 1 ) to conserve this resource. 

(N.B. Smith, "Skill Development in Reading" -ffl)2)(~) 
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(a) 1 by 2 of 3 for 4 with 

(b) 1 one 2 some 3 every 4 all 

(c) 1 aiding 2 assisting 3 help 4 make 

(d) 1 with regard to 2 giving rise to 

3 putting an end to 4 as a result of 

(e) 1 at rest 2 at work 3 gained 4 lost 

(f) 1 several different 2 many similar 

3 enough 4 too many 

(g) 1 well 2 different 3 good 4 inappropriate 

(h) 1 more 2 a lot of 3 little or no 4 none 

(i) 1 Incidentally 2 Therefore 

3 Meanwhile 4 On the other hand 

(j) the best 2 the worst 3 unsuitable 4 creating 

(k) 1 Nonetheless 2 Because of 3 So long 4 Since 

(1) 1 take 2 be taken 3 are not taken 4 not be taken 

II :;~(1)(:~tpl1)"""F~~1it§ L tdlipJi~L ~e!:, ~mt.j\~t]]l:'~l, ''b(1)b' 5 ?Ci5 ~o i" tL~~tf, 

~t]]~~ff~~Lm L~c!l,'o M~'LCi5ti:? one!:, ti~(1)IJ\c!l,'JIII'LM~.I1)~'Lti~~, 

~'L~t]]~~ff~'LmLti: 1 ~~i2A1tJ:o (10 ~J 

Most tourists who visit the United States visit (1) cities like New York, Los 

Angeles, and San Francisco. However, there (2) ~ many other places that they 

should not miss. One of the (3) less well-known sightseeing (4) spot that they would 

(5) certain find (6) interesting is Colonial Williamsburg in Virginia. It is a former 

capital of the colony of Virginia that (7) has been rebuilt to look like it (8) does in 

1770, when Virginia was a colony of Britain. One reason for (9) go there is to learn 

how people lived in colonial (10) times. This was a (11) fascinated period of American 

history. A number of houses, (12) businesses, and public buildings have been rebuilt 

to look like they did at that time. 

III ~(1)B*)(: (a"'f) c'a:,~'~l,;iiP~aL~~J::HL, { }~(1)9~-rI1)~{iJ~i"tL~ 

tL 1 @)9'?ffll,', c!S'L~.fE(1) 1 ~~~ilb-r!R)(:~~pxc!1tJ:o M~.'L'e!:~.fE(1) 1 ~ 

~i2A1tJ:o (18£) 

(a) j::fiEj~Hj:t±:IiJ'~t ~ fflJliJ'\-z: ~ LV' ~ t,1'~o 

I { the students / prepared / are / wonder / get / to } going. 
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(b) ::I/'t:.:z.-5- ·7'P7'7~/'~n<:~1,,1t'A;lh~\~C'9o 

We { a person / is / need / familiar / who} computer programming, 

(c) i-O)rp~lm~fWtf(9 Gij~~Ji!!.1t ''':J1t ,t.:o 
I { a good idea / solve / hit / to } the problem. 

~) i-h~tT~~m~.~9~0)C', .~ft~*m~~~9~o 

It was { afford / car / an / he / to / that / expensive / couldn't} buy it. 

(e) fLta:, ~'- rJvA'O)HtI~IYl< tlt''':J~BIt'[F,fO)L. t~Ji!!.It'tf:\9o 

I never { the Beatles / of / listen to / reminded / being } my youth. 

(f) 7' /'7'-{ ta:, }~.t:r:iJ~~t<: -A C'~J-U9 G L. t t<:5m < BUt l" t.:o 
Andy { mountains / his son / objected / climbing / strongly / alone } in 

winter. 

(36 B) 

Why is it so difficult for us to throwaway the things we do not use and organize 

the things we do? According to Marie Kondo's best-selling book The Lifi:-Chaopng 

Magic ofDdYJng Up, the stuff that piles up in our homes is the result of problems 

with the way we think. From her book, we can learn how to overcome our irrational 

ways of thinking and make tidiness a permanent part of our lives. 

First, Kondo addresses what is called "the sunk-cost fallacy." The term "sunk 

cost" describes payments of time or money that (a) have already occurred and thus 

cannot be recovered. "Fallacy" is a false or wrong way of thinking. In terms of 

tidying, the sunk-cost fallacy makes us feel it is wasteful not to use something that 

we have (b) poured resources into. As a result, we keep the item although we never 

use it. For example, imagine that you paid a lot for a pair of shoes that you thought 

would be perfect, but the shoes hurt your feet and you ended up not wearing them. 

You would probably find it difficult to throw the shoes away since you had spent a 

large sum on them. You might tell yourself that you can wear them occasionally for 

just an hour or two. However, according to Kondo, this way of thinking is irrational 

because you are unlikely ever to wear the shoes. Instead, they will just sit in the 

shoe box (e) taking up space. Kondo's advice is to get rid of them. The mental and 

physical burden of keeping unused items around is greater than the pain we feel 

when throwing them out. 

Second, Kondo addresses what is called "status-quo bias." Most people think it 

is better to keep their current situation, or the status quo, when it would be better 

(d) not to. In· the case of untidiness, the status quo is the situation of keeping things 

simply because you are used to them being in your home. For example, students 
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may find it difficult to get rid of textbooks and homework assignments from past 

years. By the time they graduate from university, they probably have mountains of 

materials that they are unlikely ever to use again. Kondo advises people to think of 

the status quo in the opposite way. In other words, things should be thrown away 

unless you can come up with a good reason to keep them. 

Third, Kondo points out that people do not pay attention to the idea of 

"diminishing returns." "Diminishing" refers to the process of a gradual decrease in 

value. In terms of tidying, this means the more we have of something, the less 

value we think the items have. If, for example, you have just two or three pens, you 

will appreciate those pens. But if you have a drawer full of pens, the pens will come 

to have less value. In the case of clothing, two pairs of jeans are definitely valuable 

since, at the very least, you can wash a pair and still have something to wear. But if 

you have dozens, many of them will probably hang unappreciated in the closet. By 

appreciating the concept of diminishing returns, we can understand why having 

fewer of the same type of item is better. 

The final point that Kondo addresses is "the folly of prediction." "Folly" means 

"foolishness" or "stupidity." This concept describes how people systematically make 

foolish or stupid guesses about the future when it would be wiser for them to focus 

on the present. In dealing with untidiness, this means that the decisions you make 

about your possessions should be based on your present situation, not on what might 

happen in the future. For example, Kondo is arguing that people are usually wrong 

when they think that a pair of jeans that do not fit now will ever fit in the future. 

They also tend to be wrong when they think they will ever read a book that (e) they 

have not got around to reading in months. Unrealistically hopeful predictions keep 

us from getting rid of the things we do not need. 

In conclusion, throwaway unnecessary items even if you paid a lot for them. 

Dispose of anything you bought that turned out to be useless to you. Don't keep too 

many of the same items. Don't be overly hopeful about the future use of anything 

you are not currently using. By putting these four major tips into practice, you will 

find yourself not only living in a tidier home but also thinking in a more rational 

way. 

CB. Lam, "The Economics of Tidying Up" -€m2:U'£) 
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rp, A .to))l:.cli:~~~1J:pqg~. "'FO)iHtRDt (11 - 22) O)tf:liJ'S 4 ?~A, C. "'FO) 
)l:O)~.~i.I~. ~~~jCf.iXi!-tt1J:i!l. '0 1W~.'i:'cUi~0)Cff.~~2A -tt J:o /liRHHctrp, 

t>1J: l. '0 

The text introduces the following four causes of untidiness: ( 

( ), and ( ). 

11 thinking that it is easy to reduce and organize possessions 

12 thinking that everyone can be as tidy as Kondo 

), ( ), 

13 thinking that it is good to keep things because they cost a lot of time or 

money 

14 realizing that it is good to throwaway expensive shoes 

15 preferring to keep the home environment as it is 

16 thinking that mountains of textbooks are necessary to be able to study in a 
university 

17 failing to appreciate why having fewer of the same type of item is desirable 

18 preferring to buy just a few expensive pens to avoid wasting money on 

cheap ones 

19 realizing that it is unwise to keep possessions just because they might be 

useful in the future 

20 thinking too much about the present when deciding what to keep or throw 

away 

21 being overly optimistic about the future use of possessions 

22 realizing that clothes of the wrong size should be thrown away 

~B *)l:O)pqg~~E~. "'F~$(a-e)O)~~·pqg~Ii:~J:<~LZ~~~o)~. 

~n~n"'Fo)iHmDt (1-4) ~Sl?iHA,~ ~o).~~~A-ttJ:o 

(a) have already occurred and thus cannot be recovered 

1 have been stolen and will not be returned 

2 have been made and are gone forever 

3 often happen and are impossible to cure 
4 were once lost and will eventually be found 
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(b) poured resources into 

1 spent a lot of time or money on 

2 sold for less than the original amount 

3 put a lot of water into 

4 filled with treasures 

(c) taking up space 

1 looking tidy 

2 overflowing with pride 

3 getting damaged 

4 servmg no purpose 

(d) not to 

1 to keep their current situation 

2 to change their current situation 

3 not to be called "status-quo bias" 

4 not to deal with their untidiness 

(e) they have not got around to reading in months 

1 they have as yet failed to make time for 

2 they have been unable to find for more than ten weeks 

3 they have decided to finish within ten weeks 

4 they have been studying for a long time 

~c *~~~3~~*x, ~~~ (a-c)~~~cLZ.~~~~~~~, ~n~n 

"""'F~~tR~ (1-4) b'6 1 ":)~'" c', ~~.~~gaA-tt~o 

(a) Who can benefit most from Kondo's book? 

1 People who have an interest in the idea of magic. 

2 People who live in a large house, 

3 People who want to learn how to keep their homes in order, 

4 People who are good at organizing their possessions. 

(b) Why does the text say it is a good idea to keep an extra pair of jeans? 

1 Because we need one in case we put on weight. 

2 Because we need one in case the other one becomes too small when 

washed. 

3 Because we can keep the one we like best in the closet. 

4 Because we need one to wear while the other is in the wash. 
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( c ) Imagine that your friend has a large toy bear that was given to her when 

she was a child. Even at that time, she thought the bear was ugly. For the 

last few years, it has been sitting at the back of her room. Which of the 

following best explains why she hasn't thrown the bear away? 

1 The sunk-cost fallacy. 

2 Status-quo bias. 

3 The idea of diminishing returns. 

4 The folly of prediction. 
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